Notes on the details in this catalogue: Since the compilation of this catalogue in July 2016, changes may have been made to products. Construction and design changes, differences in shade, as well as changes in the scope of supply on the part of the manufacturer remain subject to change during the delivery period. Differences in colour may be related to printing technicalities. Please note that the vehicles are sometimes pictured with special equipment that has an extra cost. Please obtain more technical data from the price list.
Curiosity, relaxation, adventure, far away, exhalation, withdrawal, joy of life, style, discovery – The Malibu Van offers the perfect space for all of this. Space to organise your valuable leisure time as you desire. Space that offers the desired comfort and highest functionality. Space to regenerate. Discover the world of Malibu and find out about the possibilities that we are offering to you.

Achim Sach,
Managing Director
Don’t wait, start!
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If you discover these symbols in this catalogue, then this indicates a special product benefit that only a Malibu can give to you:

Storage compartment benefits
Quality benefits
Technology benefits
WE COME FROM A GOOD FAMILY AND ARE READY TO GET STARTED WITH YOU.

In 1979 already, the Carthago founder Karl-Heinz Schuler put the first Malibu vehicles on the road with his high quality demands. Committed to this origin, Malibu is now taking off in the middle-class segment. With convincing vehicles and intelligent solutions. With fresh ideas and the ambition to correspond to your desires.
Space to develop.
Space for your own needs.
The Malibu Vans are available in three different vehicle lengths. You can recognise this in the number of the model designation: 540, 600 or 640.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Vehicle lengths</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 540</td>
<td>599 cm</td>
<td>205 cm</td>
<td>259 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 600</td>
<td>635 cm</td>
<td>205 cm</td>
<td>259 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 640</td>
<td>679 cm</td>
<td>205 cm</td>
<td>259 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VEHICLE DATA**
- **Standard chassis**: Fiat Ducato high roof box type van 33 light / 35 light
- **Basic motorisation**: Diesel 2.3 I (130 HP / 96 kW)
WHATEVER YOU DESIRE, WE HAVE THE FLOOR PLAN FOR IT:

**Model benefits:**
- Comfortable seating groups for up to four persons
- 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom with high-quality wooden sliding door and common household metal handles
- Exclusively developed for the Malibu, energy-efficient absorber fridge AES (Automatic Energy Switch for gas, electricity, battery)
- Separate wardrobe, integrated in the tall kitchen cabinet
- More comfortable access to the bed due to the practical pull-out step which also serves as partition to the garage
- Longest bed in the van class with 195 x 158 / 140 cm
- All-round overhead storage cabinet above the double bed

**Model benefits:**
- Extra-short vehicle (541 cm) and therefore a perfect everyday companion
- Comfortable seating groups for up to four persons
- To gain more space, the table and the table leg can be stowed away in the overhead storage cabinet in the driver’s cabin intended for it
- 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom with open entrance for optimum freedom of movement
- Extra-low and comfortable access to the bed thanks to the low double bed
- Largest bed in the van class with 193 x 137 / 126 cm
- Large wardrobe and clothing cabinet above the double bed

**Model benefits:**
- Comfortable seating groups for up to four persons
- To gain more space, the table and the table leg can be stowed away in the overhead storage cabinet in the driver’s cabin intended for it
- 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom with open entrance for optimum freedom of movement
- Extra-low and comfortable access to the rear bed thanks to the low lengthways single bed
- Longest beds in the van class with 196 x 91 cm and 181 x 102 cm
- Large wardrobe and clothing cabinet above the double bed

**Model benefits:**
- Comfortable seating groups for up to four persons
- 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom with high-quality wooden sliding door and common household metal handles
- Exclusively developed for the Malibu, energy-efficient absorber fridge AES (Automatic Energy Switch for gas, electricity, battery)
- Separate wardrobe, integrated in the tall kitchen cabinet
- Extra wide steps for pleasant access to the bed, also serves as a storage compartment
- Longest beds in the van class with 196 x 91 cm and 181 x 102 cm

**Malibu Van 600 DSB 4**
- **Type:** Transverse bunk bed
- **Dimensions:** L 599 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 4

**Malibu Van 600 DB LOW-BED**
- **Type:** Transverse rear bed | low access
- **Dimensions:** L 599 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 2

**Malibu Van 600 LE LOW-BED**
- **Type:** Lengthwise single bed | low access
- **Dimensions:** L 599 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 2

**Malibu Van 640 LE**
- **Type:** Lengthwise single bed
- **Dimensions:** L 635 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 2

**Malibu Van 540**
- **Type:** Transverse rear bed | low access
- **Dimensions:** L 541 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 2

**Malibu Van 600 DB**
- **Type:** Transverse rear bed
- **Dimensions:** L 599 x W 205 x H 259 cm
- **Belted seats:** 4
- **Sleeping places:** 2
Exhilaration! Even if we have not reached the summit yet ...
Living
FREEDOM IS RARELY SO COSY!

Comfort when travelling is created especially if there is enough space. Space for you to regenerate!
By applying clever solutions, we have optimally achieved this in the Malibu Van. For example, with
the largest table in the Van class that can even be extended. Or by the additional lockable storage
compartment in the hatch above the driver’s cabin. The van is prepared to make you feel comfortable.

Four persons can comfortably take place in the cosy
seating group. If you push the driver’s seat turned around
right to the back, taller persons also have sufficient
comfortable space – or even for your pet! (Equipment
line Classic).

Equipment line Charming
> Equipment line Classic
The LED lighting concept with several spotlights creates a homely atmosphere and consumes almost no electricity!

Van with motorhome quality: you can recognise this in the Malibu furniture quality with multi-bonded wood and double connection technology as well as high-quality metal hinges, holders and drawers.

Open the hatch, access the storage compartment! Thanks to the special hinge and the separated padding, your items stay safe in the special cushion. (Except models 540, 600 LE low-bed).

Storage compartment benefits:
• Lockable storage compartment above the driver’s cabin
• Additional storage space in the double floor platform
• Easily accessible storage compartment under the seat bench
• Extra-low wardrobe under the fridge (except models 540, 600 LE low-bed)

Quality benefits:
• Comfortable seating group with especially large table
• Very easy to extend the table plate thus creating space for four persons
• Simple table assembly possible, even outside
• Malibu furniture design quality for the highest stability, durability and quietness – e. g. by using high-quality micro-fibre cover on the walls, on the ceiling and in the overhead storage cabinets.
"Ghörig!" (Is a regional dialect in Austria and means: great, correct, decent!) That is what the Bregenzerwälder (Bregenz Forest region) speciality "Käsknöpfle" tastes like. Its ingredients are only eggs, wheat, water, salt and cheese, but it is a delicacy. Unfortunately, the secret of the cheese mixture will never be revealed ...

"You have reached your destination":
Käsknöpfle in Vorarlberg!

"Ghörig!" (is a regional dialect in Austria and means: great, correct, decent) that is what the Bregenzerwälder (Bregenz Forest region) specialty “Käsknöpfle” tastes like. Its ingredients are only eggs, wheat, water, salt and cheese, but it is a delicacy. Unfortunately, the secret of the cheese mixture will never be revealed ...
COOKING

SOME CALL IT A KITCHEN. WE CALL IT A MULTI-TALENT.

This kitchen promises the best views.
The size of the work surface that can be extended intuitively with one hand already convinces. On top of that, there are storage compartment solutions and the exclusive Malibu fridge that provides a maximum freedom of movement in the middle aisle. Not only does this allow you to be self-sufficient, but also to enjoy together!

< The exclusive fridge developed especially for Malibu has a low power consumption and due to the automatic energy source finder, provides maximum self-sufficiency. The optimised installation provides the best freedom of movement in the aisle.

> Extend the work and storage area just as you need simply fold up the work plate on the left, push the sink cover on the right (cutting board at the same time!) into the wall rail.
Storage compartment benefits:
- Additional high-quality drawer under the seat bench

Quality benefits:
- Exclusively developed for the Malibu, energy-efficient absorber fridge AES (Automatic Energy Switch for gas, electricity, battery)
- Large kitchen work surface on a single level
- Multifunctional sink cover
- Higher comfort when operating the drawers and “noise protection” from the “Soft Close” self-closing function
- Twice as clever: the sink cover can be used as a high-quality cutting board that can also be used as a storage area at the same time
- Take it down: the sink cover can be used as a high-quality cutting board that can also be used as a storage area at the same time
- How practical! There is an additional high-quality drawer in the living area seat bench.
The Bregenzer Ache (river) runs along the Bregenzerwald main road at many locations and gives you an unforgettable driving experience. That only tops the canoe tour from Doren to Kennelbach.

The only meetings that we are having are with Mother Natur!
The challenge: smallest space.
The solution: well thought-out multi-function.
Sink, mirror, bathroom cabinet, toilet and shower – everything can be used in comfort in the patented 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom. A spacious shower compartment with fixed plastic walls is created by swivelling away the toilet. And the bath area in the Van has an even greater benefit: when the sliding doors are opened, the living area aisle remains free thus providing a large freedom of movement.

YOU CAN SEE THE FACT THAT A BATHROOM CAN BE INTELLIGENT IN THIS COMFORT BATHROOM.

The bathroom is equipped with a high-quality plastic shower wall.

The models 600 DB, 600 DB low-bed, 600 DSB and 640 LE are equipped with the Flexi-bathroom.
EXPERIENCE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE WONDER: IN THE COMPACT BATHROOM.

- The bathroom of the Malibu vans, here in the compact bathroom of models 540 and 600 LE low-bed, you have all functions available in one go.

- The sink is integrated in the wall-saving space. You only have to fold it out and then lift the hinged wall (compact bathroom for models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

- The bathroom can be separated completely from the living area using the sliding door – and that being on a single level. When the door is open, you have a plus in freedom of movement when you are in the kitchen (compact bathroom for models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

Quality benefits:
- The patented multi-function of the 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom creates space
- Toilet with loads of legroom
- Spacious shower compartment with high-quality plastic shower wall
- Household robust washroom doors: are easy to open and close, prevents rattling noises when travelling
- The open bathroom offers a plus in freedom of movement in the kitchen

With its open entrance, the 3-in-1 Flexi-bathroom offers an optimum freedom of space. (Models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

A spacious shower cabin is created when the toilet is swivelled away. (Models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

The quality in Malibu furniture design is reflected in every detail.

EXPERIENCE YOUR PERSONAL SPACE WONDER: IN THE COMPACT BATHROOM.
Sleeping and waking up - a dream!

It is a good thing that we are lying because the morning view over the mountain range at the Hochtannberg Pass is overwhelming.
WE OFFER: THE HIGHEST SLEEPING COMFORT.
YOU GET: A DEEP SLEEP.

Laying down or laying down well, that is the question here. And the answer is: the Malibu Vans are equipped with the largest beds of the Van class. And the quality is high as you lay yourself down on a ventilated slatted frame and the 7-zone cold foam mattresses in all Vans.
YOU HAVE CERTAIN EXPECTATIONS. WE HAVE THE MATCHING BED VERSION.

> All windows are equipped with a fly screen roller blind and blind pleating.

> The large wardrobe above the single beds is waiting to be filled. (Models 600 LE).

> A spacious wardrobe above the single beds is waiting to be filled. (Models 600 LE).

> The extra low access makes going to bed highly comfortable. (Models 540, 600 DB low bed, 600 LE).

> Spacious storage compartment under the lengthways single beds. (Model 600 LE low-bed).

> Perfect bed lengths for larger persons: the lengthways single beds with low access have the lengths of 196 x 91 cm and 181 x 102 cm. (Model 600 LE low-bed).
Sleeping

The floor plans with transverse double beds have a pull-out step to allow comfortable access. Practical: it serves as a partition to the garage compartment at the same time.

 Peace and quiet at night with loads of space: the transverse double bed has the comfortable size of 195 x 158 / 140 cm.

“Flat-aboard”: The extra wide step makes getting in and out of bed easy, especially when it is dark! The step can also be used as a storage compartment. (Model 600 DB).

Overhead storage cabinets all-round provide space for your holiday clothes. (Model 600 DB).

“Sleeping”

Quality benefits:
• Ventilated slatted frame and 7-zone cold foam mattress for excellent lying comfort  
• Solutions for getting in and out comfortably in all models  
• Robust and long-lived furniture design in Malibu quality

Storage compartment benefits:
• Multifunctional rear storage compartment from beds that can be folded-up on both sides  
• Storage cabinets all-round and spacious wardrobe in the rear area (except model 600 DSB 4)  
• Large storage compartment offer in all models

“All aboard!” The extra wide step makes getting in and out of bed easy, especially when it is dark! The step can also be used as a storage compartment. (Model 640 LE).

Enjoy the bed size of 196 x 91 cm / 181 x 102 cm. (Model 640 LE).

Enjoy the bed size of 196 x 91 cm / 181 x 102 cm. (Model 600 DB).

That is how headroom is conserved into a huge storage compartment in all models. Simply fold up the beds and hang them up on both sides.

“Sleeping”

Enjoy the bed size of 196 x 91 cm / 181 x 102 cm. (Model 640 LE).

Enjoy the bed size of 196 x 91 cm / 181 x 102 cm. (Model 600 DB).
Equipment line Delight

THE INTERIOR IS A BRIGHT DELIGHT.

Light, bright, friendly – that is the Delight equipment line effect. With their white accent, the bicolour furniture fronts create a friendly atmosphere in the interior. You can order the Delight style world as pure mood enhancer as an option for the models 600 DB and 640 LE.
As the name already suggests, the new equipment line for models 600 DB and 640 LE is simply “Charming”. And that being due to the harmonically bright wooden decor Noble cherry tree, three new upholstery versions that can be selected and the exclusive light concept with indirect LED lighting strips. You have never travelled as modern!

WHEREVER YOUR TRIP IS TAKING YOU TO, YOU ARE WITH THE TIME.
Equipment line Charming

> The sink cover is a cutting board and storage area at the same time.

>> An open-air table in one go by simply hanging in the living room table in the optional rail.

> The indirect LED ambience lighting creates a particularly pleasant living atmosphere.

In the Charming models, as in all Malibu Vans, you will find a large offer in storage compartments with e.g., the extra deep wardrobe under the fridge.

The “Fineline parquet” in stick parquet look gives the Charming models the look of a modern living area.

> Chrome rails embedded in the decor confer an exclusive ambience.

> Storage areas as you need ...
Malibu storage compartment solutions | 47

Storage compartment solutions – more volume through clever ideas.

Storage compartment benefits:

1. Movable overhead storage cabinet in the driver’s cabin
   The living room table could be designed incomparably large as the mobile table and table leg can be stowed away in the overhead storage cabinet above the driver’s cabin that can be locked. (Except models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

2. The floor storage compartment in the double floor platform offers space for bulky objects.

3. Extended kitchen storage space thanks to the high-quality pull-out in the living area seat bench.

4. A spacious storage chest is located underneath the living area seat bench. You can use this commodious accessible storage space volumes without having to remove the Upholstery. (Except models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

5. Additional storage compartment in the sleeping area - the wide step to make getting into and out of bed easier is a spacious shoe compartment at the same time. (Model 640 LE).

6. A separate, extra-deep wardrobe can be found in the living area – to store your holiday clothes without them creasing. (Except models 540 and 600 LE low-bed).

7. Beds that can be folded up on both sides create loads of space, also for bulky objects such as bicycles.
MALIBU QUALITY – FURNITURE THAT WILL GIVE YOU PLEASURE FOR A LONG TIME TO COME.

1. High-quality metal hinges and handles as well as long-lived furniture design due to the double connection technology.

2. The space-saving household sliding door in the bathroom with ergonomic metal handle ensures for robustness and is rattle-free.

3. Long-life metal clasps on the inside.

4. High-quality energy saving LED lighting technology with spotlights in the entire living area.

5. Ventilated slatted frame and 7-zone cold foam mattress for excellent lying comfort.


7. Drawers on rollers for quite opening and closing as well as “Soft Close” self-closing function with the drawers for comfortable use.
MALIBU TECHNOLOGY – QUALITY IS THE MAIN FOCUS

Heating and cooling
1 Clean heating and air conditioning concept “Airplus” for an ideal air circulation in the vehicle
2 High-performance heating Truma Combi 6 (package)
3 High-quality energy-saving LED lighting technology with spotlights in the entire living area, for minimal power consumption and maximum self-sufficiency
4 Fridge that is the best in the class, manufactured exclusively for Malibu. Maximum self-sufficiency and optimised freedom of movement in the middle aisle.

Main cabin
1 Mainly, electrically adjustable step for entering and leaving in comfort. Non-slip when wet
2 Quality window with fly screen roller blind, blind pleating and window opener for ideal protection against insects and the cold
3 High-quality micro-fibre cover on the walls, on the ceiling and within the overhead storage cabinets for optimum insulation and to avoid creaking noises when travelling

Technology
1 Control centre easy to operate, positioned easily accessible above the entrance door
2 Easy to access gas compartment for two 2 x 11 kg gas bottles. (Models with Low-Bed: 2 x 5 kg)

Optimum insulation from insulated floor panel, sound and ceiling insulation with insulating/insulation mats for excellent winter suitability

Clever heating and air conditioning concept “Airplus” for an ideal air circulation in the vehicle
High-performance heating Truma Combi 6 (package)
High-quality energy-saving LED lighting technology with spotlights in the entire living area, for minimal power consumption and maximum self-sufficiency
Fridge that is the best in the class, manufactured exclusively for Malibu. Maximum self-sufficiency and optimised freedom of movement in the middle aisle.
STANDARD FEATURES

- Driver’s safety equipment: ESP, ABS, ASR, electronic immobiliser, central locking with radio remote control, Hill Holder
- Automatic air-conditioning system
- Window with blind pleating
- Mosquito net sliding door, aluminium
- Extra-wide, electrically extendible step

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

- Driver’s safety equipment: ESP, ABS, ASR, electronic immobiliser, central locking with radio remote control, Hill Holder
- Automatic air-conditioning system
- Window with blind pleating
- Mosquito net sliding door, aluminium

- Extra-wide, electrically extendible step
- Table facility, outside
- Sleeping area kit for additional bed on the lounge seating group
- TRUMA DUO-Control
- Carpets

- Extra-wide, electrically extendible step
- Table facility, outside
- Sleeping area kit for additional bed on the lounge seating group
- TRUMA DUO-Control
- Carpets
FABRICS, COLOURS AND DECORS TO MATCH YOUR TASTE.

Interior | exterior |
---|---
Antara / fabric combination Venezia (standard) | Turin world of style
Antara / fabric combination Barcelona (standard) | Equipment line bright
Avança / textile leather fabric combination | Equipment line cleaning
Granar leather | PVC flooring in ship's parquet effect Virginia

World of upholstery

Malaga textile leather fabric combination

Cream part leather

Clothes, world of style

Equipment line Delight

Equipment line Charming

Antara textile leather (standard)

Ancona textile leather fabric combination

Cream leather

Equipment line Desing

Charming worlds of upholstery

Lucia fabric combination (standard)

Bordeaux textile leather fabric combination (option)

Piemont textile leather fabric combination (option)

PVC flooring, parquet effect “Fineline parquet”

Exterior colour

White

Golden white metallic

Profunda red metallic

Amalfi grey metallic

Lago lake metallic

Ice grey metallic

Blue lake

Black metallic

Imperial blue

PVC flooring in ship’s parquet effect Virginia
Always have a good trip!